Overview
Today’s humanitarian supply chains are slow, difficult and expensive. This is particularly tragic given the scale and huge cost disasters and poor development have. We are working toward a future where logistical demands are met whenever they arise, where people affected by disaster can take control of their lives.

Field Ready does this by making essential life-saving and life-sustaining supplies (including health, water, shelter and other critical areas), training others in making and design, and transforming the way aid is provided worldwide.

We use appropriate and exponential technologies, along with well developed approaches such as human-centered design, in ways new to the field of relief and development.

Impact
In 2017, Field Ready helped thousands of people in places like Nepal, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and the Pacific Region. This has included the design and manufacturing of tens of thousands of items, training hundreds of people and the launch of truly transformational approaches to aid.

Supporting Field Ready
Field Ready is a US-based non-governmental, nonprofit organization. As a 501(c)(3), donations are fully tax deductible. We are building a solid track record that is proving itself to be scalable and sustainable. We have in place the critical staff, key partnerships and organizational capacity to amplify our impact with the right support.